For the Relaxing Moments in Life.

The new flexible foam CosyPUR® Supersoft gives you super soft moments even on the hardest day.
CosyPUR® Supersoft – the new, super soft flexible foam for sports and leisure and total relaxation.

Everything that makes our lives softer and more relaxing has been incorporated in the new CosyPUR® Supersoft: the result of the innovative vision of our product developers combined with our long-term expertise in the field of flexible foams, extensive testing and our comprehensive PU know-how.

The extremely welcoming quality of CosyPUR® Supersoft totally wins you over. This new material possesses the high elasticity previously found only in latex products. Moreover, CosyPUR® Supersoft is extremely air permeable and with its special foam structure it ensures perceptible softness, elasticity, and a pleasant cool freshness. This combination makes CosyPUR® Supersoft a unique product.

Only CosyPUR® Supersoft guarantees:

- Moulded density from 45 kg/m³ to 250 kg/m³
- Extraordinary elasticity
- Exceptional air permeability and breathability
- Excellent long-term use properties
- Low emissions
- Flame-retardant alternatives and versions containing renewable resources (CosyPUR® BALANCE) are available

For further information please contact:

e-mail: pur-infopoint@basf.com
tt://www.pu.basf.eu